Peter,

What do you think of when you envision The Global Good Fund?

We think of what an incredible year it has been! Thank you for believing in our team and for giving high potential young leaders around the globe the guidance, tools, and finances to exponentially accelerate their growth for social good.

You are an immensely important part of our community. Thanks to you and your support of The Global Good Fund, we are delivering social impact across the globe and envision a meaningful, exciting future.
Here are the highlights of The Global Good Fund's 2016 accomplishments:

EXponential Social Impact

Every donation is a powerful one. Thanks to your support, we distributed $1,050,000 to date in leadership grants and services to the young social entrepreneurs we serve. We supported 12 social entrepreneurs in 2016 and have collectively sponsored 38 social entrepreneurs from 25 countries over the past 4 years. These entrepreneurs hired 300 employees and indirectly created 100,000 jobs for women and underserved communities worldwide.

In 2016, we received 2,500 applications for our 2017 Fellowship Program. 14 Fellows will be selected. As our network grows, so too does the need for your support.

Support The Global Good Fund

Prestigious Recognitions

The social impact of our Fellows justifies the need for our work. In 2016, we were gratified to receive prestigious awards that recognize the incredible work you have empowered our team to achieve. Our leadership was honored as the EY Entrepreneur of the Year for Social Impact in the Mid-Atlantic Region and The Global Good Fund was highlighted as a 50 Most Impactful Social Innovators on a global stage by World CSR.
Other third party recognitions include:

2016

- **Granted $2.2MM from the Diana Davis Spencer Foundation** to develop Leadership Fellowship Program for entrepreneurs generating jobs for individuals **50 years of age and older in the United States**
- Co-hosted **Innovative Finance for a New Age** event with the **Rockefeller Foundation** in New York City where Rockefeller, EY, U.S. Trust and Johnson & Johnson highlighted the impact investing work The Global Good Fund is doing
- **Goldie Hawn & John Maxwell** presented at The Global Good Fund events and received Social Entrepreneur of the Year Awards
- **Zhi-Xing China Eisenhower Fellowship**

Sure, recognition feels good, but mostly these awards fuel our team’s drive to empower entrepreneurs in the trenches around the world. These young leaders are the reason The Global Good Fund community was formed; they are the ones creating groundbreaking, award-worthy organizations through your support of The Global Good Fund.

**Support The Global Good Fund**

We want to personally thank you for supporting The Global Good Fund in our bold
mission to amplify high potential young leaders and social impact globally. Because of your engagement, jobs are created in communities that need them most, families are served, and lives are changed for the better each and every day.

Please help us continue to grow and be a guiding positive influence for young leaders around the corner and across the globe who need our help to make the world a better place. We humbly ask you to continue to invest in exponential impact by donating to The Global Good Fund.

Donate to The Global Good Fund

With gratitude,

Carrie Rich
CEO, The Global Good Fund

Please mail your check to:
The Global Good Fund
2101 L Street NW, Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20037

As a 501-c3, all donations are tax deductible.